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CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN 
 

Welcome again, Ladies and Gentlemen, to The Tiger. 

 
With Leicester’s local lockdown extended for yet a further period coinciding with the national 
introduction of  the “Rule of  Six”, the resumption of  our Branch meetings appear as far away as 
ever . . . I would, however, like to thank all members and readers who have commented how much 

they value the continued production of  The Tiger as a means of  communication between 
ourselves during these difficult times. As always, any feedback is most welcome. 
 

 

Despite activity on our local front remaining in enforced abeyance, changes 
of  leadership on a national level have occurred, not least the appointment 
of  Tony Bolton, Chairman of  WFA Chesterfield, as the new national 
Chairman in succession to Colin Wagstaff. Having had the opportunity of  
meeting Tony at both the WFA Chairman’s Conference and when Valerie 
& I visited Chesterfield as guest speakers for his Branch, I am hopeful his 
appointment will see the WFA move forward from the problems of  recent 
years when circumstances permit. With Steve Oram, Honorary Secretary 
for the previous 19 years also stepping down in October, it is indeed “all  

Tony Bolton change” at the top level and I wish Tony the best of  luck during his period 
of  office.   

 
One enforced change at the WFA has been the need to appoint a new 

Editor of  Stand To! following the unexpected passing of  Jon Cooksey in 
June of  this year. Although I never met Jon, our paths briefly crossed many 

years ago when he was Editor of  the regrettably short-lived Battlefields 

Review magazine, in which I was fortunate enough to be awarded the 

Letter of the Month prize on two separate occasions. This quality 
production ceased in 2003 after only 28 issues, all of  which continue to 

adorn a book shelf  in my home. Jon went on to become Editor of  Stand 

To! for twelve years, a mantle now passing to Dr Matt Leonard in most 
unfortunate circumstances.      

 
Jon Cooksey 

 
I close with details of  two recently published biographies, which may be of  interest to our readers. 

Firstly, the lavishly illustrated Haldane – the Forgotten Statesman who shaped Modern Britain 
by John Campbell is a new biography of  Richard Haldane who, as Secretary of  State for War, 
created the Territorial Army before being forced to resign in 1915 over alleged German 

sympathies. Secondly a volume for our aviation “buffs” is Extremes of Fortune, the story of  Air 
Commodore Herbert Massey, a victim of  Werner Voss in the Great War and the Officer who 
authorized “The Great Escape” of  March 1944.    
 
Happy reading, take care, stay safe and remain healthy until we can meet again. 
 
 
D.S.H. 
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THE CAVALRY OF THE EMPIRE MEMORIAL 
by David Humberston 

 
Our cover photograph this month features the Cavalry of  the Empire Memorial, which stands 
near Serpentine Road in London’s Hyde Park. Recently visited by London based reader Dilys Ward, 
the story of  the Memorial contains many elements which will hopefully be of  interest to readers. 
  

 

Plans to erect a Memorial to the Cavalrymen who served in the Great 
War were first considered in 1920 and a number of  sites considered. 
With the Office of  Works preferring a location near Stanhope Gate, in 
front of  Dorchester House on Park Lane, an architect and sculptor were 
then commissioned.  
 
The chosen architect was Glasgow-born Sir John James Burnet, whose 
works include Selfridges Department Store on London’s Oxford Street, 
the Daily Telegraph building on Fleet Street, Balliol College Chapel, 
Oxford and the now-demolished Port Tewfik War Memorial on the 
bank of  the Suez Canal in Egypt. Assisting him was an employee of  the 
Burnet family business, Thomas Smith Tait, who also collaborated with 
Charles Sargeant Jagger to create the Great Western Railway War 
Memorial at Paddington Station.  

 
The statue at the centre of  the Memorial was to be designed by Adrian Jones, who had served as 
a veterinary officer in the British Army and who saw active service in the Abyssinian Expedition 
of  1868, the First Boer War (1880-1881) and the Nile Expedition of  1884-1885. Jones was a perfect 
choice for the role, having specialised in paintings and sculptures of  animals, particularly horses, 
having retired from the Army with the rank of  Captain in 1890. Probably best remembered for 

his sculpture Peace Descending on the Quadriga of War, which surmounts the Wellington Arch 
at Hyde Park Corner, he was also responsible for the statue of  Prince George of  Cambridge, 
erected in Whitehall in 1907.  
 

   
Adrian Jones Peace descending on the Quadriga of War Prince George 

of Cambridge 
For the Cavalry memorial, Jones designed a bronze equestrian statue of St George depicted as a 
mounted knight in armour with sword raised aloft with his horse standing over the coils of a slain  
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dragon, apparently sporting an upturned Germanic moustache!. Cast from canons captured by the 
Cavalry during the Great War, the statue was mounted on a pedestal of Portland Stone bearing a 
Frieze of horsemen running around its base together with an appropriate inscription. According 

to figures quoted by Henry Paget, 7th Marquess of Anglesey in his multi-volume History of the 

British Cavalry, 1816-1919, nearly 4,500 cavalrymen fell in the Great War and another 15,000 
were wounded. The inscription was amended after the Second World War to also remember the 
lost Cavalrymen of that later conflict.  
 
Originally a classical backdrop for the statue, again built in Portland Stone to Burnet’s design, 
shielded the Memorial from Park Lane. This housed a bronze plaque listing the 150 cavalry units 
from Britain and her Empire that served in the Great War. The plaque also lists by name four 
cavalrymen who became Field Marshals: Sir Douglas Haig, Sir John French, Sir William Robertson 
and Edmund Allenby. Dorchester House, behind the statue, had served as the American Embassy 
between 1905 and 1912, before its owner, Lieutenant-Colonel Sir George Holford allowed its 
conversion to a military hospital in the Great War.   
 
The memorial, shown right in its 
original location, was unveiled on 21st 
May 1924 by Field Marshal Sir John 
French and Edward, Prince of Wales, 
accompanied by Prince Arthur of 
Connaught (grandson of Queen 
Victoria) and Chaplain-General to the 
Forces, John Taylor Smith. Dorchester 
House was demolished in 1929, with 
the Dorchester Hotel subsequently 
erected on its site. The widening of 
Park Lane in 1960 was the catalyst for 
the moving of the statue to its current 
site. Unfortunately, the original 
backdrop was not reconstructed and 
today the brass plaque is mounted on a 
granite screen behind the statue.   

 

 

Despite this re-location, the Cavalry of  the 
Empire continue to be remembered. The 
second Sunday each May is designated 
“Cavalry Sunday”, when an annual parade 
organised by the Combined Cavalry Old 
Comrades Association takes place. During this 
ceremony, members of  the Association march 
to a memorial service at the bandstand in the 
south-east corner of  Hyde Park, passing the 
memorial en-route. The participants wear suits 
and bowler hats and march with furled umbre- 

llas, this being deemed the “city attire” of  the 1920’s, the decade in which the parade first began. A 
member of  the Royal Family traditionally attends, taking the salute as the parade passes the 
Memorial.     
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AN ENGLISHMAN AND  
HIS BANNED FICTIONALISED BOOK 

(PART II)  
by Lynn Roffee 

 

 

In his fictionalized autobiography The Straits Impregnable, Sydney 
Loch gives a vivid account of his time on the Gallipoli peninsula. For 
example, while observing for the artillery, Lake came across a group 
of Englishmen wearing dull green uniforms:  
 

“I had just given the tools back when the word ‘Colonel’ was passed 

from mouth to mouth, and a party of officers came into the trench 

on a tour of inspection. The Colonel was a middle-aged, middle-

sized man. He had not the least look of a soldier, but with all the air 

of a business man who had never attempted anything more exciting 

than catching his tram after breakfast. He made several remarks, 

all of disapproval: ‘Why isn’t this trench deeper? It was exactly like 

this when we took over. That’s not the way to shovel man: give me  

Sydney Loch 

the spade; there, do it like that. Now start, men, start. Don’t stand there idling’. There was no 

doubt there was a good deal of the amateur in these men.  Among other atrocities they had 

rigged a machine gun in some bushes on top of the parapet to our right hand. The situation 

was murderous- for us, not the enemy.” 
 

Loch had observed “a movement in the enemy’s trench beside the largest flag, and a man 

climbed over the parapet and dropped to the open ground. He stood still a moment in uneasy 

fashion, next took into his hands the big white flag with the red crescent, held it overhead, and 

came forward. I felt like crying out my admiration. Our snipers shot yet in scores, in hundreds 

may be.” 
 

Loch described Turkish stretcher bearers putting bodies in a gulley “the place was a-chock with 

bodies. Hundreds were there. They lay a dozen deep. They made me catch my breath.” 

 

Referring to Johnston’s Jolly, he wrote “The Jolly was named after him (Colonel) on account of 

his fears of it, and I believe he christened Lonesome Pine.” 
 

“Galloper I remained in name only, I came to foot it behind the Colonel on every excursion, 

and as he was restless as the wind, and stayed unrebuffed by sun or mountain height, I grew to 

be known as periscope carrier from Walker’s Ridge to The Wheatfield.  
 

Loch wrote that “General Runner … was a tough customer. He was a true periscope fiend, 

holding the periscope well above the parapet so that every sniper for hundreds of yards was 

potting away.” 
 

“News was through that we were shelling our own infantry. “They’re dirty liars!” I heard the 

Colonel burst out – and then the message was taken in, and I was beckoned away by a quick 

gesture.” 
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He described finding four dead Australians who lay on their backs where they had fallen in the 
first rush and about the bloated bodies and delaying corpses, the black corpse flies, the shortage 
of ammunition and lack of leadership. Loch describes the monotony of the duties and scenery not 
changing which illustrates the sense of boredom that had set in; that no one spoke about the war, 
and the routine of fighting had slackened to daily skirmishes. Perhaps most damningly, he wrote 
that there appeared to be little progress made and they were not a step nearer ending the conflict. 
It’s perhaps not surprising that the Military Censor would have objected to these loaded 
descriptions. 
 
About a month before he 
became ill, Loch had been 
promoted to Bombardier. 

He wrote “I was growing 

ill. I had suffered long from 

dysentery… now a terrible 

weariness took hold of 

me… I wondered what was 

to become of me.”  The 
book ends with him being 
stretchered on to a barge. 
 
On 13th August he was 
admitted to 17th General 
Hospital in Alexandria and 
reported as dangerously ill. 
By 23rd he was taken off the 
dangerously ill list and on 
13th December was admitted  

 
The “Casualty Form – Active Service” for Sydney Loch 

to the Enteric Convalescent Camp in Port Said, Egypt. He had been diagnosed with paratyphoid 

A and peripheral polyneuritis. On the 3rd January 1916 he left Suez aboard H.M.A.T. Ulysses A38 

for “3 months change to Australia.” Arriving in Melbourne on 5th February, he wasn’t discharged 
from the A.I.F. until 24th August 1916. The Medical Board were of the view that he would make a 

good recovery though it would take some time. Whilst convalescing in Australia, Loch wrote The 

Straits Impregnable. 
 

 

Joice NanKivell, an Australian writer, reviewed Loch’s book - The 

Straits Impregnable for The Herald newspaper. In 1919 she married 
Loch, who was then working as a journalist. Following Loch’s arrival 
in London they were commissioned to write a book about the Anglo-
Irish war by their friend Sir John Murray. At about the same time Sinn 
Fein declared Irish independence and its military wing, the IRA, saw 
that anything British was a legitimate target. The Lochs were warned 
about going to Dublin but they went anyway and became targets 
themselves, not only by the IRA, but also the British Government who 
thought Loch was a spy. They returned to London thinking they were 
safe but had to leave there too when the book was published. 

Joice NanKivell 
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After that the Lochs became volunteer aid workers with the War Victim’s Relief arm of the 
Quakers helping thousands of starving Poles. They decided to write another book on the Russo-
Polish war, and in order to do so became volunteer aid workers on the Polish-Russian front with 
the Society of Friends. Loch was able to put his farming knowledge to practical use and established 
a farm school for orphaned boys. Joice worked in the medical centres helping the war victims. 
 
The Lochs then volunteered to help Greek Orthodox civilians who were the victims of Turkey’s 
ethnic cleansing, led by a former foe, Kemal Ataturk. The Greeks had lived in Turkey for 
generations but were slaughtered in their thousands, by the Turks, in Smyrna. The Lochs again 
volunteered to help in a refugee camp at the campus of an American Farm school near 
Thessaloniki and only left when the Greek refugees had been rehoused. 
 
The Lochs then moved to Ouranoupolis (on the Athos peninsula of mainland Greece) as Loch 
was asked to write a book on the history of the Mount Athos peninsular. They lived in an old 
stone Byzantine tower, near the village, which was to become their home until they died. It was in 
a refugee village, without a proper water supply, until the Lochs managed to get clean a water 
system installed. They continued to support the village by buying looms for the women to weave 
rugs and designing the patterns based upon the Byzantine period. 
 

  
The Byzantine Tower near Ouranoupolis 

that became home to the Lochs 

The grave marker of Sydney Loch at 

Ouranoupolis. Joice lies beside him.  
 
The Second World War saw the Lochs being involved with helping a thousand Jewish and Polish 
people to escape the Nazis who were about to invade Romania. 
 
Sydney was decorated by Poland, Greece and Romania and Joice was awarded eleven medals, 
followed by an MBE in 1972. 
 
Sydney died on 6th February 1954 and his address given on Probate Records is recorded as 
Uranoplis, Chalkidiis, Salonika, Greece. 
 
Bibliography 

Extracts quoted are from The Straits Impregnable, Second Australian Edition by Sydney de 
Loghe. 

To Hell and Back – The banned account of Gallipoli by Sydney Loch – Susanna and Jake de Vries 
Probate Records  
National Archives of Australia - A.I.F. Military Records for F S Loch 
Australian War Memorial 
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THE ANTWERP OLYMPICS OF 1920 
by David Humberston 

 

 

As the Great War raged around the globe, the Sixth modern Olympic 
Games, scheduled for Berlin in 1916, was inevitably cancelled. Four years 
later, with peace restored, it fell to the Belgian city of Antwerp to host 
the first peace-time games. It is often recorded that Antwerp was 
awarded the Games as a mark of respect for the suffering endured by the 
Belgians during the conflict. This is not, however, strictly accurate as their 
official bid was made as earlier as August 1913. The subsequent German 
bombardment, and later occupation of the city, led to a rival proposal 
from the French city of Lyon being received in 1915, but the support of 
the International Olympic Committee in their 1919 meeting at Lausanne 
confirmed Antwerp as the venue “in a unanimous homage to Belgium”.  

 
Antwerp still faced a monumental task. Although it attempted to build a new stadium for the 
occasion, this could not be completed in time due to a shortage of both funds and building 
materials. The Athletes Village was certainly not luxurious, with the competitors sleeping in fold-
down cots housed in an abandoned school and arriving at the venue courtesy of a rather 
ramshackle lorry! In spite of all the difficulties teams from 29 nations participated in 156 events 
but the shadow of the Great War still hung in the air. 
 
Firstly, none of the defeated Central Powers 
were invited to attend. Feelings still ran high in 
Antwerp, with an anti-German march taking 
place in there on 13th June 1920, only two 
months before the Games would officially 
begin. On the morning of the Opening 
Ceremony, 14th August, the competitors 
attended a Requiem Mass commemorating the 
athletes who had fallen in the War. During the 
sermon, Cardinal Désiré-Joseph Mercier, a 
prominent symbol of Belgian resistance to the   
German occupation, stressed the importance of the Games as “a preparation for peace” before 

reminding the congregation that “we are not savages but we resolve to civilise those who still 

are.” That same afternoon King Albert of the Belgians officially opened the Games (as shown 
above), dressed in his wartime uniform of Commander in Chief of the Belgian Army. The Games   
would prove memorable for a variety of reasons: for the first time the five-ringed Olympic flag 
(adopted in 1913, each ring representing one of the five continents of the world) was hoisted over 
an Olympic stadium and the Athletes Oath was recited. This would also be the only occasion that 
ice hockey was played at a Summer Olympics and the final time that tug-of-war appeared.   
 
The Belgian team was 326 strong and acquitted itself well, winning 36 medals in total, including 
14 Gold. Archer Hubert Van Innis claimed four of these individually, whilst the Belgian football 
team was also triumphant, being awarded the tournament when their Czechoslovakian opponents, 
already two goals to nil in arrears, left the field in protest at the dismissal of one of their players.   
Great Britain would have its own hero in Royal Flying Corps veteran Albert Hill, who claimed 
gold in both the 800m and 1500m races, a feat unequalled until Kelly Holmes achieved equal  
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success 84 years later. Hill thrived on an unusual diet; having suffered a serious illness during the 
War he refused to drink the Belgian water and instead adopted a diet of Stella Artois beer!   
      
The Belgian flag was carried into the stadium by another Great War veteran, Victor Boin, whose 
story is worthy of mention. By 1920, Boin had already competed in two Olympics and, as a 
freestyle swimmer, épée fencer and water polo player already held two Olympic Team medals in 
the latter sport. A Team Silver in fencing would follow in the coming days. 
 

 

Born in 1886, Boin learned to swim at an early 
age and at the age of 10 was awarded the Belgian 

Croix Civique by King Leopold II for rescuing 
a drowning child taken into the sea at Ostend as 
its mother attempted to commit suicide. His 
prowess in both swimming and water polo saw 
him represent his country in the Olympic Games 
and he was also an excellent tennis player and a 
Black Belt in Jiu-Jitsu.   
 
Whilst working in the theatre, Boin met and 
married his wife, French actress Georgette Loyer 
and just prior to the War he joined the staff of 
Brussels Burgomaster Adolphe Max, another  

 
Victor Boin, 

Civilian . . . 

. . . and War Hero 

heroic figure in the Belgian resistance to German occupation. Early in the War he requested a 
transfer from armoured vehicles to the infant Belgian Air Force, when he became reacquainted 
with Jacques Ochs, a team mate from the 1912 Olympic fencing team. Together they carried out 
reconnaissance missions and on 11th August 1918 were both decorated for bombing a German U-

boat. Boin’s citation praised his "remarkable qualities of courage, self-sacrifice and high 

conception of duty." The previous month it had been Boin who flew a secret mission across the 
English Channel at a low altitude (to avoid detection by enemy aircraft) to deliver Queen Elisabeth 
of the Belgians to Folkstone en-route to attend the Silver Wedding celebrations of King George 
V and Queen Mary. King Albert also attended, but flew by separate aircraft. 
 
When Antwerp was confirmed as the 1920 Olympic host city, 
Boin was appointed Secretary of the Press Committee and also 
a member of the Committee for Swimming. He was also given 
a special role at the Opening Ceremony, carrying the Belgian 
flag and was the first person to recite the new Olympic 
Competitors Oath. By the mid 1920’s Boin began to 
concentrate his efforts on sports journalism and radio 
broadcasting. When War returned, he enlisted once more, but 
Belgium was swiftly occupied and his wife died after a long 
illness. He was, however, able to secure the release of his old 
comrade Jacques Ochs from internment; Ochs being of the 
Jewish faith.  
 

 
Boin recites the Olympic Oath 

In 1955, Boin was elected Belgian Olympic Committee President and became the first President 
of his country’s Paralympic Organisation in 1960. Active until the age of 80, Boin passed away in  
March 1974 at the age of 88. Today this remarkable man is remembered in Brussels in the Victor 
Boin Preservation Hall, a Museum housing the treasures of Belgian Sport.   
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ON THE NOTICEBOARD 
 
 

TWO ANNIVERSARIES AT THE MENIN GATE 
 

 

The 6th September saw the 76th anniversary of  the liberation of  Ypres in 1944. Readers may not 
be aware that, as Polish troops drove the German forces out of  one side of  the city, a lone 
bugler made his way to The Menin Gate to play “The Last Post” at the Memorial for the first 
time since the German occupation in 1940.  
 

In 2019, on the 75th anniversary, The Last Post Association commented: Since that September 

evening, The Last Post has been played unbroken at its true home, here at the Menin Gate 

and this would not have been possible without the dedication of our Association’s buglers, 

ceremonial assistants and directors to whom we offer our thanks to them all, both past and 

present.   
 

The unwelcome arrival of  Coronavirus presented further 
challenges to The Last Post Association, but, despite all 
obstacles, the nightly playing of  “The Last Post” continued 
unabated; the buglers seemingly unphased by the pandemic.  
 

It seems entirely fitting, therefore, to report in these pages 
the dedication shown by bugler Tonny Desodt, shown right, 
whose appearance at The Gate on Wednesday, 9th September, 
marked the 25th anniversary of  his first appearance in 1995.  
 

Like many others, may we add our thanks to Tonny for his 
continued contribution to the remembrance of  our Great 
War Fallen. 
      

 

  

 
 
 

BATTLE GUIDE VIRTUAL TOURS 
 

 

We are grateful to Branch Member Jonathan Varley for bringing to our attention the “Battle 
Guide Virtual Tours” project offered by military historian Dan Hill.  
 

Dan describes this project as:  

A cutting edge new concept combining the unforgettable experience of visiting battlefields 

with the latest technology; virtually transporting you across the globe via live interactive 

tours to stunning historic locations in the world; this project brings history to life in a way 

that has never been seen before, and all from the comfort of your own home! 
 

The Battlefields covered will be diverse, covering Napoleonic, Great and Second World War 
sites and will hopefully be of our interest to our readers. Further information can be obtained 
by accessing https://battleguide.co.uk/  and registering your interest as requested.  
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TOWARDS THE FINAL LAYING OF THE WREATH 
by Roy-Anthony Birch 

 
As I resumed my series on matters botanical and horticultural etc. and prepared to honour some 
of our local gardeners at Remembrance Tide, I realised that, by sheer coincidence, music and the 
life of the church were of particular importance to two of them, as they have indeed been to me. 
This, in turn, reminded me of how music is often regarded as a “universal language”, knowing no 
bounds; as apt a description, supposedly, at the turn of the 19th-20th century as it is today. I then 
came to reflect on the especially close ties between British and German musicians and composers 
of the pre-1914 era, thinking how sad it was that such close cultural cousins were ultimately unable 
to dwell together in harmony and so were subsumed, unwittingly or otherwise, by a cataclysmic 
war. 
 
Harry Alexander Valentine Hull, one of the millions drawn into the maelstrom, was born at 
Charley near the settlement of Copt Oak in north-west Leicestershire in April 1896. He was the 
second of eight children - the third was the only daughter, of Harry and Sarah Esther Hull; he, a 
quarryman originally from Whitwick in Leicestershire, while his wife Sarah - née Jones, hailed from 
Monmouthshire in Wales. Harry Junior’s Christian/forenames are given here in what I can confirm 
is the correct order – inconsistencies occur in various sources, with the younger man being known 
as Valentine within the family, possibly to distinguish him from his father, especially as he matured. 
It is as Valentine that I shall usually refer to him. When dealing with officialdom, however, - in 
volunteering and registering for Army service, for example, it seems that the single initial “H”, for 
the most part, sufficed. 
 
Though clearly of humble origins, Valentine was by no means lacking in ambition or initiative. 
Neither, one senses, was he at all daunted at the prospect of pursuing or perhaps, through 
economic necessity, having to establish an independent pathway, far removed from his native 
county and virtually from the start. His earliest employment, however, was comparatively local and 
more in the nature of “finding his feet”, one feels, than of real commitment. We find him at age 
15, not too far from home, lodging at John and Annie Neale’s farm at Battleflat, Bardon Hill, near 
Coalville, seeming to combine general farm labouring duties with that of “farm wagoner”. (There 
is still a Battleflat Lodge Farm at present-day postcode LE67, which may be one and the same or 
at least not so far removed). Before long, Valentine had progressed to Abbot’s Oak Manor at 
Greenhill, still in the Bardon Hill/Coalville area, (now Abbot’s Oak Hotel & Restaurant), but now, 
having been engaged as a gardener, heading, we might say, towards his natural métier. 
 
He is likely to have been no more than 17 years old, and probably only 16, when a decisive move 
was made to the cathedral city of St. Albans where, but for the intervention of the 1914-18 War, 
Valentine may well have found his true vocation. His journey to Hertfordshire brought him to a 
horticultural undertaking on an infinitely larger scale than anything that could have been imagined 
in the comparatively empty quarters of pre-war rural Leicestershire: indeed, to an enterprise whose 
outlook and connections were truly international. As with the cross-cultural influences in music, 
for example, outlined earlier, so it was within the realms of gardening and horticulture as 
exemplified by Valentine Hull’s new employer, who was in fact, German by birth and British by 
naturalisation. Valentine’s destiny, therefore, had he lived, would have rested with a man whose 
vision and allegiances were likely to have transcended international frontiers, especially in 
peacetime, but against whose native countrymen the khaki-clad Private, currently in his employ, 
would shortly feel compelled to fight. 
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Heinrich Friedrich Conrad Sander, shown left, was born on 4th March 
1847 in Bremen in the soon to be disputed territory of Schleswig 
Holstein. Irrespective of his father having died when he was only 12, 
Heinrich’s mother, Anna Johanna (née Kropp), is likely to have 
exerted the stronger influence on the budding nurseryman and future 
orchidologist. A horticultural proprietress in her own right, it was she 
who instilled in the second of her three sons an abiding love of botany 
and encouraged his youthful experiments in cultivation, while 
simultaneously, perhaps, awakening a sense of the enhanced 
commercial potential of newly-discovered exotica and variegated 
hybrids. In time, Heinrich cited Bismarck’s provocation of the 1864  

war against Denmark over the vexed “Schleswig Holstein Question” as the principal reason for 
his considering emigration to Britain; a somewhat ironic gambit this, since “the question” was as 
bitterly divisive among British Royals and the political establishment especially, as it was in central 
Europe. Even so, having spent a year as a junior nurseryman in Weimar, by 1867 Heinrich was 
employed at the nurseries of James Carter & Co. of Forest Hill, London, where the celebrated 
explorer and plant aficionado Benedict Roezi was quick to engage him as his agent. The business 
venture that ensued was, in every sense, rewarding to both parties, enabling Roezi to retire to his 
native Prague and Sander to resign from Carters to establish what, for many years, was his world 
renowned undertaking at St. Albans. 
 
His original greenhouse, of 1873, rapidly proved unequal to the task of accommodating the influx 
of tropical plants and especially of Sander’s orchids. In 1881, therefore, he bought four acres of 
land in Camp Road, St. Albans, which saw the erection of bespoke glasshouses and conservatories 
and the building of a house for his now completed family; his wife, and four children born between 
1873 and 78. For the next 30 or so years there was no holding him. The business took on a truly 
international dimension with a score or more of agents scouring the forests and foothills of 
Europe, Asia, and north America, much as C.F. Ball, from August 2020’s “TIGER” (issue no. 105 
pp. 14-17), was doing at much the same time. But Sander was achieving infinitely more, both 
financially, through the founding of branches in The States, for example, and by reputation. 
Among his overseas enterprises, the offshoot opened in Bruges in 1894, in effect, an autonomous 
company operating under his name, was said at one time to be the largest horticultural outlet in 
Europe. All of which, for the majority, if for not quite all, justified his claim to be the self-styled 
“Mighty Orchid King”. 
 
Again, like Loughborough’s C.F. Ball, Sander’s reputation was sustained through a prodigious 
journalistic/literary output. What began as a series of articles led to the publication of 

his Reichenbachia; a truly monumental four-volume opus in English, French, and German, with 
life-size illustrations by his future son-in-law Henry Moon, and dedicated to Europe’s pre-eminent 
orchidologist, Professor H.G. Reichenbach. Sander was himself the dedicatee of several varieties 

of orchid; the orchidaceae genus Sanderella O. Kuntze, with Vanda Sanderiana and 

Phalaenopsis Sanderiana, both from the Philippines, amongst several others.  
 
This then was the world that Leicestershire’s Valentine Hull came to know as he approached 
adulthood. Independent as, by now, he was, he maintained a regular correspondence with the 
family at Birch Hill Cottages, Copt Oak, in terms which I can only describe as “touching in its 
simple ordinariness”: ordinariness, I say, with no disrespect, and touching, of course, with 
hindsight, in our knowing that the correspondence was to be so short-lived. To his parents, for 

example, from his lodgings at 40 Cavendish Road, St. Albans, he writes: “I am sending a 4  
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shillings order as I know you can do with it more than me”. And in the same letter (sadly 

undated) more significantly, for musicians, possibly: “I go to the cathedral, ringing, every 

Tuesday night”. Most crucially, and again to his parents - undated: “Just a few lines to let you 

know that I am getting on first class. I have just joined the Army, till the war is over. There is 

thousands of them here; all my mates are here with me and my landlady’s son who is worried 

he had got war work. We are expecting the clerk and another chap out of the office, here 

tonight. Young Sander gave us five shillings each and wished he was coming with us. I do want 

straightening up a bit, so now is the chance. I am perfectly sound, all but being a bit knock-

kneed”. (“Young Sander” is unlikely to have been any of Heinrich’s three sons, since even Louis, 
the youngest, was 18 years older than Valentine. Far more likely, a grandson. Also, his parting gift 
leaves little doubt that Valentine left the firm with the family’s blessing. Heinrich himself, after all, 
had become a naturalised British subject in c. 1889, and all of his children were born in England). 
 
Although the correspondence continued into the opening months of the war, it seems now to be 
confined to postcards. Among the earliest is one from Bedford, where Valentine enlisted, showing 
him as Private no. 13241 of “C” Coy. 1st Bn. Bedfordshire Regiment. (His attachment to 3rd Bn. 
was probably during training). He was amongst the earliest who rallied to the colours, in August 
1914, and was in France by April 1915, possibly arriving at the Front on the first of the month and 
seemingly no later than the 4th. At midnight on 31st March 1915 the 1st Bedfordshires were relieved 
by units of the West Riding Regiment (13th Brigade) and returned to Divisional Reserve west of 

Ypres, having “done good work from newly-constructed and concealed sniping posts”. 
Casualties had been light - just two killed, and would remain so for the following fortnight. 1st–
3rd April, in billets well clear of the line, brought opportunities for rest and were completely calm, 
militarily speaking, though not entirely uneventful. 
 
For many; perhaps for most, the visit of The Bishop of London, Arthur 
Winnington-Ingram (1858-1946), shown right, on one of his many tours 
of the Western Front, may well have stiffened the sinews. One fancies that 
His Lordship’s appellation as “The Belligerent Bishop” may not have been 
altogether to his disliking, with reactions to his virulently anti-German 
attitude, from whatever source, being met with complete indifference in 
what he would have seen as his “seeking after truth”. Never one to court 
publicity for its own sake, yet never wary of challenging the complacency 
of the Church or of the wider establishment, he championed the cause of 
the unemployed and the poor of London’s east end – the marginalised 
and the dispossessed, long before the War, during his ministry in Bethnal   
Green in the late 1880s and 90s. Such experiences may well have fuelled his ardour in supporting 

Britain’s war effort, which he characterised as “a great crusade to defend the weak against the 

strong”. A divisive figure, certainly; and remaining controversial to this day. Yet his resolve to 
meet the enemy “head on” and to do so quite literally, if required, are beyond question. Which is 
more than might have been said of “stay at home” prelates and politicians. 
 
We cannot say whether Valentine actually heard The Bishop’s address. But his words are unlikely 
to have been received other than with respect by regular churchmen. What is certain is that Private 
Hull was with his regiment as they moved into support trenches at Ypres on 5th April, so coming 
into the closest proximity yet to enemy bombardment. Desultory shelling of Battalion HQ, 
established in a still habitable row of houses on 6th April, intensified on the 7th, shattering windows 
etc. but causing no real damage. Later that day, troops were unexpectedly returned to billets at 
Reninghelst to remain in reserve until the 10th. On the 11th they were ordered into forward trenches  
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nos. 38-45 opposite Hill 60, preparatory to staging an attack. Casualties remained light. The Bn. 
Diary records no officers killed or injured on the 11th, but there was one fatality among the O.R.s. 
 
Contemporary witnesses agreed that Valentine Hull was shot by a sniper in what would have been 
an all-too-predictable way for one whose experience of trench warfare had been so brief. He was 
indeed said to have raised his head above the parapet in what may have seemed a quiet moment, 
only to be killed within a week or so of his coming into the line. Aged just 19, he was interred in 
the Tuileries British Cemetery, Zillebeke, even as his comrades toiled, through day and night from 
12th-16th April, to reclaim abandoned French and German trenches, establish communication 
trenches, and prepare dug-outs for the impending attack on Hill 60, south of Ypres, where 
171st Tunneling Company Royal Engineers would blast the hilltop on the 17th. 
 
Not least in being repeatedly fought over, Hill 60 came to epitomise much of the ebb and flow of 
battle on the Western Front, where even the dead were often denied their rest: Private H.A.V. Hull 
among them. His grave in the Tuileries British Cemetery was itself overrun as the war encroached, 
so that the headstone we see today (with CWGC reference Sp. Mem. D. 3.), records the fact of his 
having been buried there originally, rather than the precise burial plot. 
 

  
Tuilleries British Cemetery, Zillebeke 

Special Memorial D3 is against  

the rear wall, third on the left 

The Memorial Window,  

St Peter’s Church, Copt Oak. 

Valentine Hull is remembered on  

the panel on the left 
 
Fulsome tributes were paid to Valentine back in Leicestershire in gratitude for the young man’s 
years of service as a chorister in the Parish Church of St. Peter, Copt Oak, especially. As was 
customary for Fallen bellringers of 1914-18 in particular, a muffled peel was sounded at the church 

on April 25th 1915, two weeks to the day after his death, while a flag was flown at half-mast and The 

Dead March from Handel’s oratorio Saul was played at the conclusion of evensong on the same 
day. A further tribute in the form of a board to display hymn numbers served to perpetuate his 
memory and to remind those who had known him of his devotion to the church and love of 
hymns, perhaps, especially. Valentine’s name is also one of 16 said to be recorded on a stained-
glass memorial window which was dedicated by The Rt. Rev. Dr. Theodore Woods, Diocesan 
Bishop of Peterborough, at a special dedicatory service held in St. Peter’s Copt Oak on Sunday 
April 25th 1920. 
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We thank once again those readers who 
contacted us following the production of  

previous issues of  The Tiger. Your comments 
are valued and welcomed and we are always 
open to suggestions as to what you, our 

readers, would like to see included/excluded.  
 
All articles reproduced in this newsletter are 
accepted in good faith and every effort is 
always made to ensure accuracy of  the 
information given. It should be noted however 
that the opinions expressed by the 
contributors are not necessarily those of  the 
Editor, her associates or the Western Front 
Association. The Editor reserves the right to 
amend, condense or edit any article submitted 
although the full version will be available, via 
e-mail, upon request.   
 

Anyone wishing to submit material is 
more than welcome to contact us by  

e-mail at: foft@live.co.uk 
 

The deadline date to ensure inclusion 

in your next edition of  The Tiger is: 
 

Friday 16th October 2020 
 

“We very much value your  

continued support” 

EXPLORE, LEARN, SHARE 
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